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NRF BLAMES WEATHER, SLOWER TAX REFUNDS
  U.S. retail sales unexpectedly fell in April as households cut 
back on purchases of motor vehicles and a range of other 
goods, pointing to a slowdown in economic growth after a 
temporary boost from exports and inventories in Q1.
  Reuters reports the moderation in economic activity was 
underscored by other data yesterday showing a drop in 
industrial production last month as manufacturers, especially 
in the automotive sector, worked off stockpiles 
of unsold merchandise.
  Growth is slowing as the stimulus from the 
White House’s $1.5 trillion tax cut package 
fades. The escalating U.S. trade war with 
China is also seen hurting business confidence 
and undercutting spending on equipment.
  The Commerce Department said retail 
sales slipped 0.2 percent last month after 
surging 1.7 percent in March, which was the largest increase 
since September 2017. Economists polled by Reuters had 
forecast retail sales gaining 0.2 percent in April. Retail sales 
in April increased 3.1 percent from a year ago.
  The National Retail Federation blamed the downbeat sales 
on slower tax refunds and the weather, including flooding 
in the Midwest, and “blizzards and extreme temperature 
swings” elsewhere.
  Excluding automobiles, gasoline, building materials and 
food services, retail sales were unchanged in April after 
marching 1.1 percent higher in March. These so-called core 
retail sales correspond most closely with the consumer 
spending component of GDP.
  Consumer spending accounts for more than two-thirds of 
economic activity. While March’s strong core retail sales set 
consumer spending on an upward trajectory in the second 
quarter, last month’s weakness suggested a moderate pickup 
in spending. But consumption remains underpinned by a 
strong labor market, marked by the lowest unemployment 
rate in nearly 50 years.
  “Whatever caused last month’s disappointment, the general 
backdrop for consumers still looks pretty favorable,” said 
Michael Feroli, an economist at JPMorgan in New York. 
“But the quarter got off to a rough start, and we estimate real 
consumption was down 0.2 percent last month.”
  Slower consumer spending early this year led to a build-up 
of inventories, which is putting pressure on industries.
  In a separate report yesterday, the Federal Reserve said 
industrial production fell 0.5 percent in April after rising 0.2 
percent in March. The third drop in production this year 
was led by manufacturing. Output at factories declined 0.5 
percent as motor vehicles and parts production tumbled 2.6 
percent. Manufacturing production was unchanged in March.
  Automobile assembly plants are cutting back production as 
slowing sales have led to a glut of vehicles in showrooms.
  Production was also hammered by a 1.8 percent tumble in 
aircraft and parts output last month. The drop was the largest 
since 2013.

WEAK RETAIL SALES HIGHLIGHT SLOWING ECONOMY
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Target is giving a larger range of consumers the ability 
to order online and pick up their items within an hour. The 
retailer says in a blog post that its Drive Up service, which 
allows customers to place an order, pull up to their local 
store and have a team member bring them their order in less 
than two minutes for free, is expanding its availability. An 
additional 1,250 of the retailer’s stores across the nation will 

now offer the service... Discount supermarket 
chain Grocery Outlet is looking to raise 
$100 million through an initial public offering, 
CNN reports. The company has seen 15 
consecutive years of sales growth for stores 
open at least one year and has more than 300 
U.S. locations... Macy’s topped Wall Street 
estimates for quarterly same-store sales and 
profit yesterday, benefiting from increased 

online sales and higher demand for items sold at its off-price 
stores. Like its peers, the department store chain faltered 
in the past few years as it struggled to adjust to a fiercely 
competitive retail landscape where shoppers buy more goods 
online at places like Amazon. In response, the 160-year-old 
retailer has closed more than 100 stores since 2015 and 
cut thousands of jobs as mall traffic plummeted... Direct-to-
consumer (DTC) luggage brand Away has announced $100 
million in Series D funding, raising the company’s valuation 
to $1.4 billion, Retail Dive reports. Away plans to use the 
infusion to expand its product line in existing categories, as 
well as launch products in apparel, wellness and lifestyle 
accessories; grow its brick-and-mortar footprint with 50 new 
stores in the next three years; and help with the brand’s 
expansion plans... Tim Hortons is testing Beyond Meat 
breakfast options, as vegan meat substitutes sweep the 
industry, Business Insider reports. Yesterday Tim Hortons 
announced that some stores in Canada will test three new 
breakfast menu items made with the Beyond Meat Breakfast 
Sausage. They are a Beyond Meat Breakfast Sandwich, a 
Beyond Meat Farmers Breakfast Wrap, and a Beyond Meat 
Vegan Sandwich. Tim Hortons will begin testing the new 
menu items, with plans to roll out the menu items across 
Canada by the end of this summer if they preform well... 
Stanley Black & Decker is opening a new factory in North 
Fort Worth, Texas, to manufacture Craftsman tools, The 
Dallas Morning News reports. The 425,000-square-foot 
largely automated facility, which is slated to open late next 
year, will create 500 new jobs... Whole Foods Market has 
the highest prices on average among U.S. food retailers, even 
after the chain announced price cuts in April, CNBC reports. 
New research conducted by Bank of America Merrill Lynch 
found that Walmart has the lowest prices among the nation’s 
grocers.. Sales of carbonated soft drinks fell 38 percent in 
Philadelphia after the city instituted its soda tax, according to 
a study published in the Journal of the American Medical 
Association. USA Today says nearby communities where 
the tax wasn’t in force saw sales increase.
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AVAILS
  WHDH, an independent television station in Boston, is 
searching for an Account Executive. The AE will generate 
new and service existing local accounts, ensuring all 
financial goals of the TV station are being exceeded, while 
developing and maintaining relationships with agencies and 
clients. Must have the ability to manage and enhance direct 
relationships with agencies and clients to promote station 
image and perception. Experience with One Domain, CMR 
and OSI software applications a plus. Resume and cover 
letter to: human_resources@whdh.com. EOE.

  KCNC/CBS4 Denver seeks a highly 
motivated, experienced Account 
E x e c u t i v e . 
Have you ever 
considered living 
in a city less 
than an hour 
from some of the 
world’s best skiing, biking and running 
mountains in the world? All while having 
the opportunity to develop and sell 
television and digital opportunities in 

March Madness, Denver Broncos football and CBS Prime. 
If you fall into this category, follow THIS LINK to apply. EOE.
  A major station group is looking for a dynamic News Director 
to lead the news department of a dominant No. 1 station in a 
Top 70 market. This is an East Coast gig located in one of the 
most beautiful parts of our country. We’re looking for a leader 
with great news judgment, communication skills and the 
ability to inspire their team. Our newsroom has developed 
a culture that pushes each journalist to be their best while 
offering the support needed to learn and grow each day. 
We’re ready for our next leader to take us to a new level. The 
ability to work as a team with other department heads will be 
crucial for this position. The News Director will be expected 
to collaborate with sales, creative services and engineering 
to ensure that we have the best product on the air while 
also driving revenue. This is a station with the resources, 
experience and, most importantly, the attitude to win even 
bigger in this market. Are you the leader to take us to that 
next level? If so, send your resume to Broadcastjobs1955@
gmail.com.

See your ad here Monday! CLICK HERE for details.

LOCAL TV: THE DAY’S FIRST NEWS SOURCE
  The most popular first source of news consumed by U.S. 
adults on most days is a local newscast, according to a study 
by CivicScience. It finds that 21 percent of respondents say 
they begin the day with a local TV newscast.
  That’s followed by a local news website/mobile site (17%), a 
national news website/mobile site (16%), social media (11%) 
and a cable news channel (10%).

ACCOUNT ACTION
  Disney is preparing to launch a global media review, 
Campaign US reports. The media company will call for a 
closed pitch in which incumbents-only are invited. OMD, 
Dentsu Aegis Network’s Carat and WPP’s Mindshare are 
among those in pursuit. The review is expected to kick off in 
the coming weeks and close by the end of 2019.

NETWORK NEWS
  CBS will debut three new comedies and two new 
dramas this fall, and will move Young Sheldon in the old 
time slot occupied by The Big Bang Theory, which is 
wrapping for good tonight. Held back for midseason are 
the new dramas FBI: Most Wanted, from Dick Wolf, and 
Tommy, starring Edie Falco, as well as the new sitcom 
Broke, featuring Pauley Perrette. Big Brother, as well 
as Criminal Minds, MacGyver, Man With a Plan, The 
Amazing Race and Undercover Boss will also bow later 
in the season. You can see the network’s complete fall 
schedule HERE... Madam Secretary 
will end with its forthcoming sixth 
season. CBS revealed yesterday that 
it will finish the Téa Leoni-fronted 
show with a 10-episode order this 
year. Madam Secretary stars Leoni 
as Elizabeth McCord, the shrewd, 
determined U.S. Secretary of State 
who drives international diplomacy 
and circumvents protocol as she 
negotiates global and domestic issues, 
both at the White House and at home... 
My Last Days, the documentary series about living an 
extraordinary life, told from the perspective of those 
who are terminally ill, will return to The CW for its fourth 
season for a three-night Wednesday event beginning on 
May 22 at 8 PM (ET). Created by and featuring Jane the 
Virgin star Justin Baldoni, the new season features the 
compelling stories of five courageous individuals who 
remind us that having a limited amount of time doesn’t 
mean we can’t make a positive impact on the world.

NIELSEN: OOH PULLS IN YOUNGER DEMOS
  Out-of-home viewing continues to pull in younger 
viewers than traditional in-home linear TV, with plenty of 
co-viewing, Television News Daily reports.
  Nielsen says the average age of OOH viewers is 37; 
they have an average income of $55,000 and 42 percent 
have a college or graduate degree.
  The survey took place December 2018, with respondents 
watching entertainment programming in the past week. 
The median age of network TV hovers over 50, depending 
on the network and daypart.
  Younger OOH viewers tend to watch in groups. Those 
18-24 viewers watch in an average viewing group of 3.5 
people. For those 25-34, that group number is at 3.4; and, 
for 35 and older, it is a 3.2 number. Nielsen says more 
than one-third of respondents across adults 18 and older 
surveyed reported watching entertainment programming 
out of the home several times a week.
  When it comes to advertising, Nielsen says a little more 
half of those OOH viewers (around 55%) talked about a 
brand/service. Anywhere from 14 percent to 22 percent 
“shared the brand or product on social media.”
  The most viewed OOH content: movies, which racked 
up a 52 percent number. Live sporting events, 42 percent; 
comedy, 39 percent; reality TV, 36 percent; local/national 
news, 34 percent; and drama, 30 percent.
  The biggest place for OOH viewing: 65 percent pointed 
to “someone else’s home,” with 35 percent viewing 
entertainment content in a restaurant or bar.

5/16/2019

Stephen Colbert

China has retaliated with 
tariffs on $60 billion of 

American products, including 
beer, wine and swimsuits, 

explaining the new MTV show 
‘Spring Break Shanghai: 

Sober and Naked.’
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AVAILS
  Director of Sales: Nexstar’s Norfolk, Va., duopoly, 
WAVY-TV (NBC)/WVBT (FOX). We’re looking for a 
strategic thinking, business-minded, dynamic leader who 
is passionate about television and digital. We need a solid 
leader who will be responsible for implementing initiatives 
to grow revenue through providing value to broadcast and 
digital customers. Minimum of 3 years’ television sales 
management experience, and a Bachelor’s degree or an 
equivalent combination of education and work-related 
experience required. CLICK HERE for more info or to 

apply.  No calls. EOE/M/F/D/V.
  WSNN, the Suncoast News Network 
in beautiful Sarasota, Fla., is looking 
for a Local Sales Manager, a dynamic 
individual who will meet or exceed 
revenue goals by leading, motivating 
and challenging our local sales staff. 
Building relationships with our current 
clients and agencies, along with new 
business development, is a high 
priority. You must enjoy being hands-
on and in front of our clients. Proven 

track record in sales required, previous media sales 
management experience preferred. Send resume/cover 
letter to Charles.Cusimano@snntv.com. EOE.

THIS AND THAT
  Apps aren’t usually around for long. They lose 69 
percent of their users in the first day and 79 percent in 
the first week, Adjust has found in a study. Gaming and 
sports apps are most likely to get uninstalled, while news 
and comics have the best retention... Retailers believe 
working with international allies and returning to the Trans 
Pacific Partnership could help achieve meaningful trade 
reform with China but that more tariffs will only cost U.S. 
consumers, NRF President and CEO Matthew Shay 
says. “We urge the U.S. and China to get these critical 
negotiations back on track. Both sides will lose in a full-
blown trade war, and the global economy will suffer.”
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Mark Twain

Get your facts first, 
then you can distort 
them as you please.

TUESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

31% OF U.S. HOUSEHOLDS OWN SMART SPEAKERS
  A new Consumer Technology Association (CTA) study 
found that 31 percent of American households now own 
smart speakers like the Amazon Echo and Google Home. 
If that percentage seems low, consider that only 8 percent 
of households owned smart speakers in 2016. The growth 
in smart speaker ownership has almost doubled in each of 
the last two years.
  The CTA 21st Annual Consumer Technology Ownership 
and Market Potential Study surveyed 2,608 adults in 
the U.S. during the second week in March. The survey 
examined ownership and plans to buy 
nearly 60 tech products.
  While many Americans may not think of 
smart speakers as artificial intelligence, 
the CTA report casts the rapid sales 
growth of Amazon Echo and Google 
Nest Home devices as an endorsement 
of A.I.
  “Americans are embracing A.I. tech in 
the home at unprecedented levels,” said 
Steve Koenig, CTA vice president of 
research. “The dramatic rise in household 
ownership of intelligent devices like smart speakers shows 
American consumers endorse the benefits and convenience 
of artificial intelligence and voice recognition to help them 
with everyday tasks.”
  The most-owned tech products in consumer households 
are The Three Screens (TTS) — TVs, smartphones and 
laptops. TV ownership leads at 95 percent, followed by 
smartphones in 91 percent of U.S. homes, and laptops in 
75 percent of American households.

GM SEES HIGHER PICKUP TRANSACTION PRICES
  General Motors is losing market share in the light-duty 
pickup segment this year, but it’s hauling in thousands of 
dollars more on average for each model.
  GM, citing J.D. Power PIN data, reports average 
transaction prices for the 2019 GMC Sierra are up $4,300 
from a year earlier to $48,500 through April. The 2019 
Chevrolet Silverado is up $3,000 during the same period 
to $41,700.
  “Our market performance is exactly where I would expect 
it to be at this point in the launch with good results in the 
places where we’ve focused,” Barry Engle, GM president 
of the Americas, said yesterday, Automotive News reports.
  The Sierra, according to GM, leads the full-size pickup 
segment in average transaction price, while Silverado 
trails Ford F series, up $300 to $43,000. Fiat Chrysler 
Automobiles’ Ram pickup has increased $3,700 — the 
second most behind Sierra — but its average transaction 
price remains below its American competitors and Toyota, 
at $39,700.
  Sustaining high transaction prices could be challenging 
as GM continues to move away from the initial launch of its 
redesigned full-size pickups, which began last fall.
  Likely assisting in the pricing power will be the introduction 
of a new inline-six diesel engine for the light-duty models in 
the coming months and the introduction of GM’s redesigned 
heavy-duty models. Also assisting the pricing is GM’s 
decision to increase capacity of more profitable crew cab 
models with the redesigned pickups.
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